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“There was a gap between front-end and back-end development. Syncfusion helped us blur the gap.”

BENEFITS

- Saved hours of training time and cut down the workload.
- Easy-to-use tools.
- Excellent support from Syncfusion.

CHALLENGE AND SOLUTION

Starting out as a new developer can be difficult in a company environment. Learning the tricks of the trade and keeping up with more experienced developers often feels like running up a steep hill in the middle of a hot summer day—tough and trying. Add faulty and unreliable tools into the mix and you’ve got yourself an impossible scenario. This is the situation CTO of WiSky Technology, Dat Vo, found himself managing.

With such a challenging divide between the capabilities of his experienced and inexperienced developers, Vo needed a way to close the distance, fast. After working with other libraries and increasingly complex dependencies, he found Syncfusion and downloaded the File Formats suite, Essential Studio for WPF, and Essential Studio for UWP.

Vo immediately saw the results he was looking for. Once he made the switch, his less experienced developers understood the front-end and back-end development connection quicker. The Syncfusion libraries also allowed junior developers to look at senior developers’ code without disrupting their progress. This has greatly helped smooth out the training process and has created a “learn as you work” environment at WiSky Technology.

Due to Syncfusion’s easy-to-use products, Vo’s training time was cut down and his junior developers now make working code faster. Running up that hill just got a lot easier thanks to Syncfusion.